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16. Abstract 
An analysis of the flight motions of the Reentry F spacecraft  was made by using a 
combination of a force method and an application of the angular-rate solution of the linear- 
ized equations of motion since a t r im  buildup due to  flight-induced asymmetries introduced 
an e r r o r  into the ordinarily determined angle of attack. 
spacecraft had little or no asymmetries prior to  and during pitch-roll resonance. However, 
as the spacecraft emerged f rom resonance, a slight t r im  angle of attack was noted which 
shortly thereafter experienced a reversal  in orientation and a subsequent rapid growth in 
the same general direction to a maximum of 0.87O. 
The analysis revealed that the 
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ANGLE-OF-ATTACK ANALYSIS OF A SPINNING SLENDER CONE 
WITH SLIGHT AERODYNAMIC AND MASS ASYMMETRIES 
(REENTRY F)  
By Gerard E .  Woodbury and W. Douglas Morr i s  
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An investigation of the flight motions of the Reentry F spacecraft  was made with a 
combination of a force method and an application of the angular-rate solution of the linear- 
ized equations of motion. This type of analysis was necessary because a t r im angle-of- 
attack buildup due to flight-induced asymmetries introduced an e r r o r  in the ordinarily 
determined angle of attack in the form of a bias. This bias is the angular displacement 
of the zero  normal-force coefficient from the origin which occurs when trim-producing 
asymmetries a r e  present.  This bias is usually small  and normally has been neglected 
in most previous work. However, since the maximum angle of attack of the Reentry F 
spacecraft  was on the order  of lo, this e r r o r  could not be ignored. 
The resul ts  of the analysis showed that the spacecraft  had little o r  no asymmetries 
pr ior  to and during pitch-roll resonance. However, immediately after resonance, a slight 
t r im  angle of attack was noted which shortly thereafter experienced a reversa l  in orien- 
tation and a subsequent rapid growth in the same general direction to a maximum of 0.87O. 
The spacecraft  a lso experienced a dynamic instability during the same general time 
period. The effects of either multiple asymmetries o r  a bent body were also discerned. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Turbulent Heating Experiment (Reentry F) is a National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration research  flight project to  obtain turbulent heat-transfer data and to  study 
boundary-layer transition phenomena under simultaneous conditions of high Mach number, 
Reynolds number, and total enthalpy. These data a r e  to  be used to evaluate existing heat- 
transfer correlations at  the flight conditions of advanced vehicles. In order  to do so,  it is 
necessary not only to obtain good quality heating data, but a lso to define the local environ- 
ment under which the data are obtained. Since the local environment and the heating r a t e s  
on a slender body a r e  very sensitive to the orientation of the body with respect to the f r e e  
s t ream,  the angle-of-attack history of the spacecraft during flight must be determined. 
The purpose of this report  is to analyze the motions and determine the magnitude and fre- 
quencies of the angle of attack of the Reentry F spacecraft  during the experiment period. 
The flight tes t  was conducted April 27, 1968, f rom Wallops Station, Virginia. 
Although the basic objectives of the flight test were achieved, the reentry spacecraft 
developed slight aerodynamic and mass  asymmetries just pr ior  to  reaching the primary 
data region. These asymmetries complicated the determination of the angle of attack by 
introducing biases in the angles of attack obtained by a force-accelerometer method nor- 
mally used for  that purpose. These biases a r e  usually small  and have generally been 
neglected in most previous work. However, because of the accuracy requirement of this 
experiment, it was thus necessary to employ solutions of the linearized equations of 
motion to  determine the magnitude of these biases.  
SYMBOLS 
Ax,Ay,AZ accelerations parallel to X, Y, and Z body axes,  respectively, g units 
Cm pitching-moment coefficient 
incremental pitching-moment coefficient due to  asymmetry cmO 
side-force coefficient CY 
CY ,,CZ 0 incremental force coefficients due to  asymmetries along Y and Z body 
axes, respectively 
cy, = - damping-force coefficient along Y body axis, per radian 
cy = -  side-force-coefficient slope, - 1.985 per radian 
P a0 
CZ normal-force coefficient 
Magnus force coefficient along Z body axis, per  radian2 aCZ cz  = 
PP ap)ag 2v 
2 
c =- damping-force coefficient along Z body axis, per  radian 
zq 
c =- normal-force-coefficient slope, -1.985 pe r  radian 
Z, a@ 
d reference diameter,  2.275 feet (0.693 meter)  
h altitude, feet (meters) 
m mass,  slugs (kilograms) 
m' = m, seconds 
- $3 
angular velocities about X, Y, and Z body axes,  respectively, 
degrees/second 
dynamic pressure ,  pounds/foot2 (newtons/meter2) 
reference area, 4.06 feet2 (0.377 meter2) 
elapsed flight t ime, seconds 
earth-relative velocity, feet/second (meters/second) 
sea-level weight, 600.191 pounds (2669.782 newtons) 
orthogonal body axis system with origin at center of gravity 
distances along X-, Y-, and Z-axis, respectively, feet  (meters) 
longitudinal position referenced to center of gravity of incremental 'force 
due to  asymmetry,  feet  (meters)  
angle of attack, degrees 
in-plane angle of attack, degrees 
angle of attack at which normal-force coefficient is zero,  degrees 
3 
P angle of sideslip, degrees 
angle of sideslip at which side-force coefficient is zero,  degrees PO 
P *  in-plane angle of sideslip (p*  =: p ) ,  degrees 
rl total angle of attack, degrees 
P density, slugs/foot3 (ki lograms/meted)  
sea- level density, slugs/foot3 (kilograms/meter3) 
PO 
Subscripts: 
cg center of gravity 
st static t r im  
t dynamic t r im  
T thermal  
A dot over a symbol indicates derivative with respect  to t ime 
TEST AND MEASUREMENTS 
The Reentry F vehicle consisted of a three-stage Scout launch vehicle and the 
reentry spacecraft. (See ref.  1.) The spacecraft was a 13-foot-long (3.96-meter), 
5O half-angle cone with a graphite nose t ip having a radius of 0.10 inch (2.54 mm). 
skin served as the load-bearing structure and was made of seven individual conical 
frustums. 
(15.24 mm).  
The 
Each frustum w a s  made of beryllium and had a skin thickness of 0.6 inch 
The Scout launched the Reentry F spacecraft into a precise  ballistic trajectory 
along the NASA Wallops Station test range. P r io r  to  separation the spacecraft was spun 
up to approximately 1 Hz to minimize the effects of any separation anomalies. The 
spacecraft was separated from the third stage of the Scout by a spring mechanism at 
t = 423.10 seconds, h = 314 942 feet (95 994.3 meters)  and V = 19 572 ft/sec 
(5965.5 m/sec) and reentered the ear th 's  atmosphere downrange near Bermuda. 
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Physical Characterist ics and Ground Tests 
A sketch of the Reentry F spacecraft  and its associated axis systems is shown in 
figure 1. The m a s s  and inertial  character is t ics  were measured after the spacecraft had 
been mass  balanced (ref. 2) at Wallops Station, Virginia, to  approximately 500 oz-in2 
(91 kg-cm2) (principal-axis tilt angle was approximately 2.877 X lom5 radian). 
No wind-tunnel tests were performed to  determine the basic aerodynamics of the 
spacecraft  because of its classical shape. The aerodynamics of reference 3 were used in  
the analysis of this report .  
Flight Tes ts  
Immediately after separation the spacecraft  experienced a maximum total angle of 
attack of approximately 2' because of residual angular momentum and/or tipoff impulse. 
This value was determined by methods outlined in reference 4. This method involved 
simultaneous numerical integration of the Euler equations by using measured rate  'data 
to yield time histories of the spacecraft  attitude angles which were then correlated with 
the flight-path angles of the spacecraft  determined from radar  tracking data. 
conditions for  this determination were obtained i rom the Scout guidance system. 
total angle-of-attack envelope then damped as the spacecraft  entered the denser 
atmosphere. 
The initial 
The 
The continuous-motion instrumentation in the spacecraft  consisted of three rate  
The commutated-motion instrumentation con- gyros 'and five linear accelerometers.  
sisted of three rate  gyros and two linear accelerometers.  The ranges and the locations 
of the accelerometers and rate gyros are listed in  table 1 .  A reproduction of part  of the 
Reentry F telemetry record showing the continuous channel motion data f rom spinup to 
signal loss is presented in figure 2. 
t r im  angle-of-attack buildup due to asymmetries occurs,  the accelerometer and rate- 
gyro data in the t ransverse  plane (Ay, Az,  q,  and r) exceed their  respective instru- 
ment calibration l imits.  
during these periods. These composite data were then smoothed by use of a numerical 
filtering technique (ref. 5). In addition, the smoothed rate-gyro data were numerically 
differentiated and used to cor rec t  the measured accelerations to  center-of-gravity values 
by using the accelerometer equations in  reference 6. These smoothed and corrected 
data are presented in  figures 3 and 4. Meteorological measurements of atmospheric 
properties were obtained with sonde payloads carr ied to  altitude by special high- altitude 
sonde balloons and Arcas  rockets (ref. 1). Free-s t ream density was derived from these 
data and is presented in  figure 5. The derived density was combined with velocity f rom 
the spacecraft  trajectory (ref. 1) to  calculate the dynamic pressure  presented in figure 6 
with the trajectory data. 
It may be discerned from the figure that as the 
The coarse sensors  with commutated output furnished the data 
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It can be seen  in figures 2, 3, and 4 that the amplitude of the oscillations about t r im  
of the t ransverse instrument data (9, r, Ay, and Az)  increases  significantly after 
t = 456.5 seconds. In the presence of the positive dynamic-pressure gradient the space- 
craft was experiencing, this divergence suggests a dynamic instability (ref. 7). This 
instability pers is ts  for  approximately 2 seconds. 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Force Method 
The force method uses  accelerometer data and a pr ior i  knowledge of the spacecraft 
aerodynamics to determine the angle of attack. An accelerometer at the center of gravity 
within a free-flight vehicle senses  only the sum of the external forces  acting on it. For 
a spacecraft without thrust ,  the only external forces  a r e  aerodynamic. 
expressions for  the two accelerometers of interest  A y  .and AZ a r e  
The general 
If the spacecraft is symmetrical  and has a high reentry velocity and a low roll  ra te ,  the 
forces  due to asymmetries,  damping, and Magnus effects, respectively, may be neglected. 
Thus, a and p may be obtained from equations (1) and (2) as 
These equations suffice for  the determination of the angle of attack for  most reentry 
spacecraft. But the Reentry F spacecraft did experience a t r im  buildup, and hence, the 
effect of asymmetries must be examined. A slight asymmetry on the nose of the cone in 
figure 7(a) might be caused by an uneven loss of material  and/or body bending due to 
unsymmetrical heating. The effect of such an asymmetry is to superimpose a small  
incremental force coefficient on the basic normal-force-coefficient curve as shown in 
figure 7(b). Although the incremental force coefficient may be nonlinear over a rela- 
tively large range of a, it is a constant for a small  range of a, as illustrated in fig- 
u re  7(c), an enlargement of the inset of figure 7(b). This constant incremental force 
6 
coefficient is commonly re fer red  to symbolically as Cz0  and effectively causes a 
translational shift of the normal-force-coefficient curve along the a-scale through a dis- 
placement designated ao. For asymmetries in the horizontal plane, Cyo and Po 
are obtained by a s imilar  process.  The t e rms  a. and Po are not t o  be confused with 
the t r im angle of attack and sideslip; they are new angles at which the normal- and side- 
force coefficients are equal to  zero.  The static t r im  angle of attack cyst as shown in  
figure 7(d) is the resul t  of Czo  acting through a moment a r m  of xo t o  produce a 
mO'  
moment asymmetry C 
By returning now to the general expressions for  the accelerometers and still 
neglecting the forces  due to damping and Magnus effects but considering asymmetries,  
equations (1) and (2) become 
WAZ,cg = (czo + 
WAY,cg = (CY, + 
From figure 7(c), it  is clear  that 
- 
- -CYpP0 
Substituting equations (7) and (8) into equations (5) and (6), respectively, yields 
Thus, when asymmetries a r e  considered, the force method yields an "angle of attack" 
and an "angle of sideslip" which are, in effect, biased by the previously mentioned shift 
in the normal-force-coefficient curve. 
f rom the accelerometer data alone. However, a method is presented in  the next section 
which uses  both accelerometer and rate-gyro data in the rate  solution of the linearized 
equations of motion to determine the shift. 
The magnitude of this shift cannot be ascertained 
Method by Solution of Linearized Equations of Motion (SLEM) 
The determination of the angle of attack by the force method has  been presented in  
the preceding section. As pointed out therein, the angle of attack is biased by a transla- 
tional shift in the normal-force-coefficient curve when asymmetr ies  are considered. 
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R 
This bias angle is usually small  and normally has been neglected in most previous work. 
However, since the angle of attack of Reentry F is smal l  (lo), this bias angle cannot be 
ignored. The purpose of this section, then, is to describe the procedure used to deter- 
mine the bias angle. 
The angular-rate solution of the linearized equations of motion is presented in 
erence 8. Only the expressions dealing with body yaw-rate and pitch-rate t r ims  a r e  
I . luired for  this method, and they a r e  
pt + m’ rt = pa t  + cza m 
With equations (7) and (8) and knowledge that C y p  = C 
symmetry, equations (11) and (12) may now be written as 
with the assumption of near 
Za 
- P t  - 
cY-ao 
a! 
PO - 
_ _ _ _  
Motion history 
I 
Sketch (a) 
In sketch (a) it can be seen that 
(a - = at - a. 
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Thus, equations (13) and (14) become 
cza 't = P a t  4- -(P - Po)t m' 
Examination of equations (17) and (18) reveals that for  given values of 
(estimated from the flight data) and reduced values of ( a  - aO)t and ( P  - 
force method), values of at and pt may be calculated. From equations (15) and (16), 
a. and po may be determined. And finally, a and p may be computed by 
adding a. and po to the respective t ime histories of a - a. and p - po deter-  
mined by the force method. 
qt, rt, and p 
(f rom the 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Force  Method 
The resul ts  of computing the motion t ime history by the force method are shown in 
figure 8.  
purposes of that paper, however, a - a. and p - po were rotated from the motion 
instrument axis system to  the thermal axis system (fig. 1). 
These resul ts  were used in the preliminary analysis of reference 1. For  the 
Force-SLEM Method 
Values of qt, rt, (a - and (p - were estimated from time histories 
The mean values of the and crossplots of the data and the resul ts  of the force method. 
time histories were assumed to be the t r im  values. On each crossplot the center of any 
discernible pattern w a s  designated as the t r im.  A third procedure made use of the fact  
that under the assumed conditions of SLEM (AX = p = q = O), the instantaneous t r im  center 
would be marked in the crossplots by the intersection of the bisectors of any three suc- 
cessive loops of a motion pattern. Sketch (b) presents a typical example of this method. 
The advantage of this method was that the entire motion pattern was not necessary to 
estimate a t r im  center.  Although the assumed conditions of SLEM are not met in flight, 
they are approximated for  short  time periods (1 second). The estimated t r im  values 
f rom the three procedures are presented in  figure 9. These values were faired and used 
in  equations (17) and (18) to  solve for  at  and Pt. These were used in  turn in  equa- 
tions (15) and (16) to  determine c y o  and Po. These resul ts  are shown in figure 10. An 
indication that the Reentry F spacecraft  had multiple asymmetries and/or a bent body 
. -  
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Sketch (b) 
can be noted in  this figure. 
where a. E 0 while at = 0.15O could not exist for  the case of a single asymmetry,  
and would imply that i t  is possible to have a trimming moment with no force due to an 
asymmetry.  In sketch (c) if )(czo,, I = )(czo)21 , the forces  due to  asymmetries will 
cancel (CCzo = 0 , whereas the tr imming moments will add. 
t = 456 seconds (fig. lo ) ,  it  appears there  too that CCzo = 0; the CCzoxo are 
either adding or unbalanced in such a manner that the resultant moment is not equal 
to zero.  
The situation which occurs,  for  example, at t = 456 seconds 
For Reentry F at ) 
The values of a. and po were added to the resul ts  of the force method and are 
presented in  figure 11. These resul ts  are also presented in  figure 12 as a crossplot 
time history of a against p. The purpose of this figure is to  show the simultaneous 
dynamics of both the t r im  and oscillatory par t s  which make up the total angle of attack. 
The pitch-roll resonance region characterized by nonprecessing, overlapping circular  
motions at t = 447 to 450 seconds is well illustrated in the figure. The lack of apparent 
amplification of the motions during resonance indicates that the spacecraft  had no asym- 
metr ies  prior to that time. However, as the spacecraft  emerges from resonance, a slight 
negative t r im  angle of attack (-0.07') may be discerned. Between t = 454 and 455 seconds, 
the t r im  experiences a reversa l  in orientation and a subsequent rapid growth in  the same 
general direction to  a maximum at of 0.870 at t = 460 seconds. An apparent dynamic 
instability of the oscillatory part  of the angle of attack occurs f rom t = 456.5 to 
10 
.- 
0,l ---'<- x0,2 -3 
Sketch (c) 
458.8 seconds. After that t ime the oscillatory part  damps quite rapidly leaving the 
spacecraft  with an angle of attack which is mostly due to t r im.  
These resul ts  have been computed with respect to the body axis system. Since the 
thermal-experiment instrumentation is located in the thermal axis system, a and p 
have been transformed to that axis system and are presented in figure 13. In addition, 
a t  and pt were transformed to  the thermal axis system and a r e  presented in figure 14. 
The following single- rotation equations were used: 
A s  a point of interest ,  unpublished angles of attack computed by the pressure-  
These angles are presented for  stations 74.5, 100.5, and 145.5 inches 
differential method outlined in  reference 9 with Reentry F pressure  data a r e  presented 
in  figure 15. 
(189.23, 255.27, and 369.57 cm) in the a-plane and station 145.5 in the @*-plane. The 
envelopes of a and p computed by the combination force-SLEM method a r e  over- 
plotted on the resul ts  of the pressure-differential method in figures 15(b) and 15(d), 
respectively. In general, there  is good agreement between the resul ts  of the two 
methods until approximately t = 456.5 seconds. 
20.7 kN/m2 abs) pressure  gages became saturated a t  that t ime, data f rom the high-range 
(0 to  20 psia) (0 to  137.9 kN/m2 abs)  gages were used thereafter to  determine the angles 
of attack. Because the data f rom the high-range gages a r e  inherently less accurate than 
the data f rom the low-range gages, i t  is believed that the agreement between the two 
methods deteriorates as a consequence. 
Since the low-range (0 to 3 psia) (0 to 
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Accuracy 
Maximum e r r o r s  in the rate-gyro and accelerometer measurements are estimated 
to  be +2 percent of the instrumentation full-scale range. Meteorological data are esti- 
mated to be accurate within approximately *5 percent. Reference 3 presents experimen- 
tal force and moment resul ts  of hypersonic wind-tunnel tests conducted in air, nitrogen, 
and helium on a family of slender cones with various nose bluntness ratios.  The normal- 
force-coefficient slope for  a slender cone with a ze ro  nose bluntness ra t io  is esti- 
mated in  reference 3 to be accurate within *3.33 percent. The Reentry F spacecraft  was 
a slender cone with a small  nominal nose bluntness ra t io  (ratio of nose radius to  base 
radius was 0.088) and flew at hypersonic velocities during its entire flight. The accuracy 
of the normal-force-coefficient slope of Reentry F, therefore,  is also estimated to be 
within k3.33 percent. Thus, the maximum e r r o r  in  the angles of attack, based on the 
assumptions of the combination force-SLEM method and the aforementioned accuracy of 
the instruments and the normal-force-coefficient slope, is estimated to be less than *0.lo. 
Cz, 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An analysis of the flight motions of the Reentry F spacecraft was made by the com- 
bination of the force method and an application of the angular-rate solution of the linear- 
ized equations of motion. The resul ts  of the analysis indicate the following: 
1. No apparent amplification of the angle of attack occurred during pitch-roll reso- 
nance (447 to 450 seconds). This result  indicates that little o r  no asymmetries were 
present pr ior  to  that t ime. 
2.  A slight negative t r im angle of attack (-0.07') is noted just after the spacecraft  
emerges from resonance at 451 seconds. 
sal in orientation of the t r im  angle of attack and subsequently a rapid growth in the same 
general direction to  a maximum of 0.87O at 460 seconds. 
Between 454 and 455 seconds, there is a rever- 
3 .  The payload experiences a dynamic instability f rom 456.5 to  458.7 seconds. 
4 .  The Reentry F spacecraft had either multiple asymmetries o r  a bent body. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Hampton, Va., July 13, 1970. 
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TABLE 1 .- MOTION INSTRUMENTATION 
Sampling rate 
(samples per second) Measurement 
Location (measured from center of gravity) 
X Y 2 Range 
f t  m ft  m f t  m 
Pitch rate ,  high range 
Pitch rate,  low range 
Yaw rate, high range 
Yaw rate,  low range 
Roll rate,  high range 
Roll rate,  low range 
Normal acceleration, high range 
Norma1 acceleration, low range 
Lateral acceleration, high range 
Lateral acceleration, low range 
Longitudinal acceleration, high range 
Longitudinal acceleration, medium range 
0.3939 ' 0.1201! -0.0971 -20 to 20 deg/sec 
-5 to 5 deg/sec 
-20 to 20 deg/sec 
-5  to 5 deg/sec 
-2000 to 2000 deg/sec 
-500 to 500 deg/sec 
- log to log 
-2g to 2g 
- log to log 
-2g to 2g 
-4Og to 2g 
-log to 2g 
-0.0296 -0.2133 -0.0650 ! 60 
Continuous 
60 
Continuous 
60 
Continuous 
60 
Continuous 
60 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
.3939 .1201 .0971 .0296 -.2133 -.0650 
.3739 .1140 -.1479 -.0451 -.1349 -.0411 
.3739 .1140 .1379 .0420 -.1349 -.0411 
.6350 .1935 -.0510 -.0155 -.0810 -.0247 
.7690 .2344 -.8510 -.0155 -.0810 -.0242 
.8920 .2719 m.8150 -.0046 .0110 .0034 
1.0000 .3048 -.0150 -.0046 .0110 .0034 
.6830 .2082 .2940 .0896 .0110 .0034 
.9220 .2810 -.1350 -.0411 .0110 .0034 
Longitudinal acceleration, low range -3g to 2g Continuous .9220 .2810 .1350 .0411 .0110 .0034 
M otion in st rumen t Thermal instrument 
coordinate system coord i no te system 
I ,/ r M a i n  thermocouple 
7?'o - 
,Y 2 - 'YT 
Aft  v i e w  
Note: Rotat ion is aboutthe 
X-axis 
(a) Body axis system. (b) Motion and thermal instrument axis systems. 
Figure 1.- Axis systems. 
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Figure 3.- R o l l  r a t e ,  p i t c h  rate, and yaw r a t e  as a func t ion  of time. 
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Figure 4.- Longitudinal, lateral, and normal accelerations as a function of time. 
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(b) Time = 453 t o  461 seconds. 
Figure 4. - Concluded. 
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Figure 5.- Density t i m e  h i s t o r y .  
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Figure 6 . -  Tra jec tory  data as a func t ion  of t ime.  
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(a) Asymmetrical spacecraft. 
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(c ) Inset from normal-force-coefficient curve. 
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Figure 7.- Sketch illustrating the effects of slight asymmetry on spacecraft basic aerodynamics. 
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Figure 8.- Angle of a t t a c k ,  angle  of s i d e s l i p ?  and t o t a l  angle of a t t a c k  
as a func t ion  of t ime, determined by t h e  f o r c e  method. 
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Figure 8.- Concluded. 
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Figure 9.- Estimated t r i m  values .  
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Figure 9.- Concluded. 
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Figure 10.- Computed t r i m  values. 
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Figure 10.- Concluded. 
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Figure 11.- Angle of a t t a c k ,  ang le  of s i d e s l i p ,  and t o t a l  ang le  of a t t a c k  as 
a f u n c t i o n  of t ime, determined by a combination force-SLEM method. 
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(b) Time = 453 to 461 seconds. 
Figure 11.- Concluded. 
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Figure 12.- Crossplot of angle-of-attack and angle-of-sideslip time histories determined by the force-SLFSI method. 
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Figure 13.- Angle of a t t a c k ,  angle  of s i d e s l i p ,  and t o t a l  ang le  of  a t t a c k  
as a f u n c t i o n  of t i m e ,  determined by t h e  force-SLEN method and r o t a t e d  
i n t o  t h e  thermal  axis system. 
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F igure  13. - Concluded. 
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F igure  14.- Computed t r i m  values  i n  thermal  axis system 
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Figure 15.-  Angle of a t t a c k  and angle  of s i d e s l i p  as a func t ion  of t ime, 
determined by t h e  p re s su re  method. 
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